
ANITA AND ME ESSAY QUESTIONS

Anita and Me paints a colourful portrait of village life in s West Midlands during the era of extract and b) a related
question on the same studied text. . Plan and write the essay: 'Analyse the friendship between Meena and Anita, and.

Anita and Me is a novel about friendship and growing up â€” but its heroine also struggles with her English
and Indian identities. Both his eyebrows had joined together so he had one angry black line slashing his
forehead like a scar and his usually light brown eyes were now black and impenetrable, glowing dark like
embers. Diasporas relationships of these kinds can have economic, cultural and political repercussions on the
Diaspora itself and on the population of origin In the first response "managing" has been replaced by
"manag[ed]". One of the most important skills to learn for writing English literature essays is how to provide
evidence in support of your argument and the points you make. However, others warn that this kind rhetoric
can lead down a dangerous path of racism and intolerance. By using a combination of methods, you can avoid
writing awkward sentences cluttered with multiple quotations. Occasionally, a perfectly ordinary word might
be used in a significant way, in which case it is good to quote the word. Scholars involved in the studies of
Diaspora networks agree that people whom form Diaspora networks: immigrants, expatriates, new citizens or
trans-nationals - un-skilled or intellectuals, all generate new forms of social relationships among themselves
and reciprocal relationships involving their homeland. At other times it can be difficult to include a quotation
grammatically and, in these cases, this might be the best method to use. Your writing will become more
flexible when you can mix paraphrase with short quotations in the same sentence. Offering evidence to back
up your argument is how you make your writing persuasive. The aim of this quiz is to test your ability to quote
and to paraphrase; your knowledge of the text is not being tested here. Then the enormity of what I had done
hit me" Meena's papa's transformation makes him almost unrecognisable to his daughter, as his eyes change
colour, becoming "impenetrable" to her Meena's papa's transformation makes him almost unrecognisable to
his daughter, as his "eyes change colour", becoming "impenetrable" to her Meena's papa's eyes become
impenetrable, making him appear almost as a stranger to his daughter Meena's papa's "eyes become
impenetrable", making him appear almost as a stranger to his daughter Make sure the quoted words are
accurate 6. How to use evidence to support a point: There are three methods of using evidence from a text:
paraphrasing, quoting single words or short phrases, and quoting longer sections of text. One helpful tip is that
it might be easier to eliminate the incorrect answers first! However, exploitative wages on the black market
can affect jobs and wages for low-skilled workers. Seemingly inhabiting two different worlds at once, even
her language is split between Midlands slang, and the Punjabi she learns from her parents and her grandmother
Nanima. This tactic really only demonstrates that a word has been copied from one place to another. She was
wearing one of her old summer dresses and a cardigan I guessed must have been her mum's as it hung off her
in woolly folds. I think Syal has used typical stereotypes so that viewers can relate to issues and prejudices
that relate to them also. In groups, try adapting and performing one of the scenes from the novel in your own
play. The final method is to quote a full sentence or more. As ever, you can improve with practice.


